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File Name ngl_sts_g12_u03_restoration 
Module Title Tradition and Reason: The Restoration and the 18th Century 
Video Type Motion Graphics 
Video Title Reason Rising 
Essential Question • How can satire change people’s behavior? • What is your most memorable experience? • What keeps 

women from achieving equality with men? • Why are plagues so horrifying? 
Metadata Description This Stream to Start video can be used to motivate students to read the texts from the unit "Tradition and 

Reason: The restoration and the 18th Century," and to spark their curiosity about the collection. 
Writer MT Cozzola 
1st Draft Delivered April 13, 2018 
2nd Draft Delivered  
Final Script Delivered  
Casting Requirements 1 voiceover narrator, male or female, posh British accent with a twist of humor and an optimistic attitude. 
Dialogue Word Count  

 
Audio Visual 

SFX: A beating drum, distant and getting closer…  
 
VO NARRATOR  
London at the dawn of the 18th Century. From the devastation of the Great 
Plague and the ashes of the Great Fire, the city is reborn. 

Start in darkness, black into midnight blue… 
 
The sky gradually lightens to suggest a new morning. Focus is still on 
the sky, with some smoke rising from bottom of frame and gradually 
dissipating to reveal some rubble… 

VO NARRATOR  
Out of the rubble of a failed commonwealth, the Stuart Monarchy rises.  

…A flat version of a crown rising up from the rubble, similar to a stage 
flat being erected… 

SFX: ground rumbles… 
 
VO NARRATOR  
But so does a stronger Parliament, bringing free elections—at least if you’re 
male and own property—and greater freedom of speech.  
 

A flat of the Houses of Parliament rises behind or beside the crown--the 
ground shakes a little as the crown flat sinks down a little…and then 
more… 
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SFX: Extra! Extra! Read all about it! 

VO NARRATOR  
Newspapers begin publishing daily editions, coffee shops open, serving a 
delicious new beverage that stimulates discussion of new ideas, like two-
party politics… 

Newspaper “unfolds”— maybe out of the house of parliament flat—
with an ornate masthead (eg, https://goo.gl/images/YCmxzP), then we 
pan across it to a political Whigs/Tories cartoon, something like 
https://goo.gl/images/K7VVoA  and then an ad for a coffee house, 
similar to: https://goo.gl/images/xotXqg  

VO NARRATOR  
Scientific discoveries…  

Another news item such as an illustration of this (something like 
https://goo.gl/images/qbm1lR). Maybe animate the apple and then 
plop on a caption: “Laws of Gravity Explained!” 

VO NARRATOR  
Medical advances… 

A Graphic to show one example such as inoculation against disease: 
https://goo.gl/images/jnUjgf  

VO NARRATOR  
And industrial game-changers… 
 
SFX: steam train begins to chug 

A graphic to show one example such as the steam engine, eg, 
https://goo.gl/images/PgT6TP  

VO NARRATOR  
Which allow people to transport and manufacturer more products, so they 
need more shops for selling them… and more banks to manage the 
finances… So the city expands.  

Elegant 18th century “skyline”—a flat showing a shop, a bank, and 
finally a theatre… and a paper cutout of a merchant or two…  
 

VO NARRATOR  
A middle class emerges with the leisure to visit the theatre and laugh at the 
foibles of society—including the excesses of the very rich. Their ever-
grander houses, ever-fancier clothes, and ever-higher hairdos…  
 
SFX: Boisterous laughter, continues and dwindles… 

The streetscape is increasingly crowded by paper cutouts of people in 
18th century fashions, e.g. Fontanges, hooped petticoats, white make-
up.  
The theatre flips and we now see the inside, with exaggerated rich 
people onstage in huge hairstyles perhaps including a ship within the 
hairstyle (https://goo.gl/images/etcEec) …and then  
one person in the audience with a small ship in their hair. 

VO NARRATOR  
But not everyone’s sipping lattes. While the rich squabble over the correct 
height of a pompadour, the poor struggle to make ends meet. The 
proliferation of machines are putting thousands out of work, sending them 
to workhouses, or into jobs that pay almost nothing.  

The street is empty now…and lighting changes to indicate nighttime.  
A much poorer streetscape, with leaning buildings (eg, 
https://goo.gl/images/ghQAXw)  
sweeping chimneys https://goo.gl/images/2hiqF2  
garbage collectors https://goo.gl/images/DdPHAv  
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VO NARRATOR  
But champions are emerging. The first feminist, Mary Wollenstonecraft, 
advocates for women’s rights and education. Jonathan Swift attacks the 
complacency of the rich through satire.   

A spread from Wollstonecraft’s book rises, similar to 
https://goo.gl/images/1Zr4M4, and possibly add an image of her, 
similar to https://goo.gl/images/PM4mfg. Another page spread rises up 
along side (or layered with it), for Gulliver’s Travels, perhaps 
https://goo.gl/images/ZWg6t8, and could also show an image of Swift, 
such as https://goo.gl/images/CA2wGV.  

VO NARRATOR  
By building up, and tearing down, the world is slowly becoming more 
Enlightened.  

The current facades crumble, leaving only a horizon that shows the 
images of Swift and Wollstonecraft as the day brightens. 

 
 

 


